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JANET COMBS, ESQ.
SR. ATTORNEY
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2244 WALNUT GROVE AVENUE
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REGULATORY CASE ANALYST & SUPPORT
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JOY C. YAMAGATA
REGULATORY MANAGER
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SAN DIEGO, CA 92123-1530

PAUL MARCONI
BEAR VALLEY ELECTRIC SERVICE
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BIG BEAR LAKE, CA 92315

JEFF HIRSCH
JAMES J. HIRSCH & ASSOCIATES
12185 PRESILLA ROAD
SANTA ROSA VALLEY, CA 93012-9243

DEEANN TOZLIAN
STRATEGIC PLANNING RESEARCH MGR
RICHARD HEATH & ASSOCIATES, INC.
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FRESNO, CA 93650
ORGANIZATION (SJVCEO)

STEPHEN STOLTE
COORDINATOR - OFFICE OF SUSTAINABILITY
COUNTY OF SAN MATEO

AARON KLEMM
CHIEF, ENERGY & SUSTAINABILITY
CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY
401 GOLDEN SHORE
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FRANK W. HARRIS
REGULATORY ECONOMIST
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA EDISON
2244 WALNUT GROVE

DONALD C. LIDDELL
ATTORNEY
DOUGLASS & LIDDELL
2928 2ND AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103

CENTRAL FILES
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
8330 CENTURY PARK CT, CP31-E
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123-1530

ATHENA BESA
CUSTOMER PROGRAMS & POLICY MANAGER
SAN DIEGO GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY
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SAN DIEGO, CA 92123-1569

SHEENA TRAN
ICF INTERNATIONAL
1 ADA, SUITE 100
IRVINE, CA 92618

JOHN AVINA
ABRAXAS ENERGY CONSULTING, LLC
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COURTNEY KALASHIAN
SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY CLEAN ENERGY ORG.
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NICK BROD
CLEARRESULT
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KATHLEEN BRYAN
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ANN KELLY
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NAVIGANT CONSULTING
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ATTORNEY
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